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       SPEEDRUN
Build + Launch 5 Unique Gen AI Companies in 5 Weeks…  
                                                                                 at the speed of AI ∞



Game-changing SOTA AI model drops. 
Everyday, this happens:

Build a new startup around it, immediately.
Why not:

Ship + Monetize… at the speed of AI



Weekly Schedule
From Ideate to DEMO. And Repeat!

Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Ideate  
& Shortlist

Research 
& Eliminate

Prep Raw 
Technical 
Materials

Build App Release 
& Refine DEMO

Post-DEMO 
 

Pre-Ideate

Ninja Marketing TeamIdeas Feedback Team Late Investors



Unprecedented Team
Human who has won over $1M in hackathons - from innovative idea to hacky demo in a day, public beta MVP in a week. 
AI Team that has shipped software for clients from early stage funded startups to Google-Intel-Nestle innovation demos and beyond.

StyleGAN2 visualizations of AI team members

March 2023 = Napkinmatic wins GDC AI Games Hackathon and selected to demo as 1 of 10 apps at #WoodstockAI 
May 2023 = Napkinmatic3D - selected for SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live 2023 (Top 5 - Competing for Best of Show in August!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6m2y8oxBCc


PolyMagical
• Insight: Low Poly Meshes are versatile, stylish, and the 

#1 most requested “actual game ready usable 3D 
mesh” from SD, Midjourney images etc.


• Resource: OpenAI Shap-E produces prompt to 
unrefined 3D meshes


• App: Pipeline refines Shap-E results to stylized low poly 
meshes that can be used to build infinite worlds in-app 


• Gamified Pivot: Users can collect 3D models already 
generated and purchase coin packs to generate new 
ones. Subscriptions replenish coins.

     App 1
Monday June 5, 2023  

raw demo  from my iPhone

Mission: let’s create the world’s largest low poly 3D mesh repository

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQWPWViEUj4


Appendix



PolyMagical

• Insight: Low Poly Meshes are versatile, stylish, and 
the #1 most requested “actual game ready usable 
3D mesh” from SD, Midjourney images etc.


• Resource: OpenAI Shap-E produces prompt to 
unrefined 3D meshes


• App: Pipeline refines Shap-E results to stylized low 
poly meshes, game-ready available for export


• Biz: Users subscribe to different tier enabling 
different mesh generation packs + Square

     App 1
June 5, 2023  

raw demo from my iPhone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQWPWViEUj4


SketchMagical

• Insight: People want to draw but haven’t the skill 
or time, and they want to feel like they have more 
control over the art created by AI. 


• Resource: ControlNet lets you guide AI art using 
outlines such as a sketch you draw! 


• App: Pipeline presented in a very streamlined 
user-friendly way, including famous art styles the 
AI can transform your sketch to very well.


• Biz: Subscription Packages, art packs.

     App 2
July 4 2023  

raw demo from my iPhone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trX1ENECTfo


FaceMagical

• Insight: What if you can create 3D AI AR talking 
avatars from your sketch? 


• Resource: SketchMagical + PolyMagical = 
FaceMagical 


• App: Turn any photo or sketch to a 3D talking 
avatar in AR and beyond… 


• Biz: Subscription!

     App 3
June 26 2023  

raw demo from my iPhone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogzE2UMTykQ


Brief Pause 
(because SIGGRAPH Real-Time Live)

Micro Fund Still Open

https://speedrun.aimagical.com/fund?ref=deck


TarotMagical

• Insight: Introspective guides can help people, and 
tarot is one age-old way to go. 


• Resource: ControlNet lets you guide AI art using 
outlines such as Rider-Waite-Smith and other tarot 
decks.


• App: Design your own tarot deck based on your 
mood and other vision board elements. Then, talk to 
the AI tarot reader and have your fortunes cast.


• Biz: Pay Coins Per Designer Deck, which you can 
share. Possibly also pay Coins for additional insights. 

     App 4
June 16 2023  

raw demo from my iPhone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbmvvkqszG0


StoryMagical

• Insight: Introspective guides can help people, and 
tarot is one age-old way to go. 


• Resource: ControlNet lets you guide AI art using 
outlines such as Rider-Waite-Smith and other tarot 
decks.


• App: Design your own tarot deck based on your 
mood and other vision board elements. Then, talk to 
the AI tarot reader and have your fortunes cast.


• Biz: Pay Coins Per Designer Deck, which you can 
share. Possibly also pay Coins for additional insights. 

     App 5
June 16 2023  

raw demo from my iPhone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbmvvkqszG0

